Congratulations to our amazing faculty, students, and staff

We are pleased to recognize our 2020 CHaSS Award recipients! The College of Humanities and Social Sciences awards are given each year to recognize outstanding professional endeavors. These awards honor faculty, staff, and students who have contributed in important ways to the mission of the College.

Researcher of the Year
Christy Glass

Teacher of the Year
Doris McGonagill

Giraffe Award
Marisela Martinez-Cola
Valedictorian
Nathan Child

Kiwanis Award
Dillan Passmore

Scholar of the Year
Kallen Brunson

True Blue Award
Corinna Knowles

Light of Old Main Award
Kathy McKee
Ed Glatfelter Faculty Service
Crescenio Lopez Gonzalez

Graduate Faculty Mentor
Peggy Petzelka

Faculty Undergraduate Mentor of the Year
Vonda Jump

Undergraduate Research Mentor
Mehmet Soyer

Lecturer of the Year
Marta Halaczkiewicz
Undergraduate Researcher of the Year
Rachel Funk

Doctoral Student Researcher of the Year
Cana Itchuqiyaq

Graduate Student Instructor of the Year | Masters Student Researcher of the Year
Sharon Lyman
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